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Welcome!

9:00 AM-9:10 AM Welcome, Safety and Overview 

9:10 AM-9:30 AM Stakeholder Feedback, What’s New in the IRP 

9:30 AM-10:15 AM Resource Evaluation, Data Access and Inputs

10:15AM- 10:45 AM Carbon Reduction

10:45-11:25AM Energy Efficiency, Demand Response, Winter Peaking 

11:25-11:30AM Wrap up 
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Today’s Agenda
June 18, 2020



• We will mute attendee lines for the duration of the 
webinar.

• We encourage participants to submit questions 
throughout the session via the question box feature 
of the webinar.

• Participants should be able to see a video stream of 
most presenters if you are logged into the webinar.

• If you are having technical difficulties, please email 
mike.alter@icf.com. 

• Following today’s webinar, ICF will revise its 
written summary of IRP engagement activities to 
incorporate key takeaways from today’s session; 
Duke will make the summary accessible to 
stakeholders and address any unanswered 
questions 
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Some Reminders

mailto:mike.alter@icf.com
https://www.duke-energy.com/_/media/pdfs/our-company/irp/duke-irp-stakeholder-engagement-summary-report.pdf?la=en


Purpose of Today’s Webinar

Review 2020 IRP stakeholder engagement activities
• Highlights, statistics from prior events
• Key themes of stakeholder feedback 

Preview 2020 IRP 
• What’s changed since 2018
• Key focus areas
• How Duke is incorporating stakeholder feedback

Next Steps 
• Comments/questions 
• ICF summary report 
• Stakeholder technical overview session in September
• Evaluation of stakeholder engagement efforts
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Stakeholder Feedback 
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Today
Stakeholder 

update

9/1
Duke files 
2020 IRP 

11/19
Duke hosts 
2019 IRP 
technical 
overview 

Jan – Apr 
Duke collects IRP stakeholder 

feedback via listening sessions, 
surveys, and intervenor comments

3/10
Duke hosts 

IRP 101 
webinar

4/16 – 5/1
Duke collects additional 
stakeholder feedback 

on IRP inputs

3/17
Duke hosts 

first IRP 
forum

Sept. 
Duke provides 

stakeholders IRP 
technical overview

12/10
Duke hosts ISOP 

workshop #1

2019 2020

1/30
Duke hosts 

ISOP 
webinar #1 

3/3
Duke hosts 

ISOP 
webinar #2 

4/16
Duke hosts 
second IRP 

forum

8/4
Duke hosts 

second ISOP 
forum 

Stakeholder Engagement Timeline



 Significant participation from 
environmental and 
government stakeholders
 Representation from public, 

nonprofit, and private sectors

Unique attendees

154
Distinct entities

107
 Provided Duke with valuable 

feedback
 Helped inform 4/16 forum 

design and 2020 IRP topical 
areas for stakeholder 
feedback 

Survey responses

52

7

 Participation from both NC 
and SC stakeholders
 185 total participants for two 

forums combined (including 
stakeholders who attended 
both)

Recap of March 17 and April 16 IRP 
Forums



• Between the two forums, 52 stakeholders provided responses to 10 
combined questions

• ‘10’ represents strong satisfaction (e.g., extremely likely/helpful) and ‘0’ 
represents no satisfaction at all (e.g., not at all likely/helpful)
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Distribution of IRP Forum Survey Scores • Highest avg. score (9.5): How 
willing are you to engage in 
follow-up conversations with 
Duke Energy around the IRP 
initiative?

• Lowest avg. score (5.5): How 
helpful was this workshop in 
enhancing your understanding 
about other stakeholder’s point 
of view?

Stakeholder Survey Responses
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Resource Evaluation Carbon Reduction EE, DR, and Winter 
Peaking Study

• IRP forums focused on 
the factors impacting 
evaluation, including 
cost considerations, 
load forecasting, and 
data resources. 

• Duke asked 
stakeholders for: 
Additional data sources 
or evaluation 
methodologies for 
potential consideration 

• IRP forums focused on 
how Duke is planning 
for carbon reductions 
through coal retirement 
and incorporating its 
corporate climate goal 

• Duke asked 
stakeholders for: 
Ideas on additional 
scenarios, sensitivities, 
and technology 
assumptions 

• IRP forums addressed 
EE & DR offerings, 
forecast methodologies, 
the Market Potential 
Study, and a potential 
Winter Peaking Study 

• Duke asked 
stakeholders for:
Feedback regarding 
undertaking a winter 
peak demand reduction 
analysis 

Stakeholder Priority Focus Areas 
Based on IRP Forum Feedback
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Three Key Themes of Stakeholder 
Feedback

Resource Evaluation Carbon Reduction EE, DR and Winter 
Peaking Study

• Additional data sources 
to consider 

• Application of 
Encompass in 2020 IRP 

• Competitive solicitations
• Customer bill impacts 
• Coal retirement analysis 
• Desire by some for 

earlier insight on key 
data inputs and 
methodological 
assumptions 

• Diversity in carbon 
scenarios, with specific 
interest in CEP scenarios 
and relationship to 
climate goals

• Role of expanded 
transmission 

• Considerations & 
assumptions for new 
technologies, especially 
solar, storage, wind, and 
solar+storage

• Participation 
opportunities for low-
and moderate- income 
customers

• Interest in EE Market 
Potential Study results 

• Support for winter 
peaking study, with 
further suggestions on 
what the analysis could 
incorporate 
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Affordable Reliable Clean

Transition requires intensified efforts across all three goals 

IRP Goals: Affordable, Reliable and 
Clean

Clean
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2020 IRP – What’s New   
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• Stakeholder Engagement feedback incorporated in advance of filing 

• New Studies – Resource Adequacy, Coal Retirement, Battery Capacity 
Value, and Energy Efficiency and DSM Market Potential Study 

• Winter Peak Shaving Demand Response Study   

• Total demand and energy requirements generally lower for 2020 IRP due 
to combined effects of load forecast adjustments, revised economic 
assumptions, and conservation from DSDR and Integrated Volt/Var 
Control. 

• Two-part retirement analysis, including estimate of customer costs 
impacts 

• Consideration for Duke Energy’s Climate Goal with multiple carbon 
reduction scenarios and qualitative section for beyond 2035 

How the 2020 IRP Will Look Different



Analysis Driver Notes
Economic Coal • Stakeholder interest 

• NCUC Order
Establishes new base case retirement dates

Earliest Coal • Stakeholder interest 
• NCUC Order

How quickly can coal be retired and at what 
cost?

Base Case/
DE Climate 
Plan 

• IRP requirement
• Stakeholder interest 

Economic resource selection

Standard IRP 
Sensitivities

• IRP Requirement Standard set of sensitivities

High EE/DR • Stakeholder interest Hope to include Winter peak shaving DR 
program results

70% CO2 • Stakeholder interest 
• NC CEP

What are costs and challenges of additional 
carbon reductions (sensitivities ~70%)?

Climate • Stakeholder interest 
• NCUC Order

Overarching bridge to net-zero climate goal 
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2020 IRP – Some Examples of Analyses



Resource Evaluation, Data 
Inputs and Access

15
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Data Source Feedback 
Earlier access to data, particularly key inputs 

Ideas for new/additional data sources 

Support for Encompass and application ideas
Interest in ISOP integration

Analysis Feedback 
Better understanding of coal retirement analysis 

Competitive solicitations 

Cost considerations 

Resource Evaluation: Top Stakeholder 
Feedback



Earlier Access 
to IRP Data 

Inputs 

• While access to all modeling data prior to filing is not 
feasible, we are working on providing intervenors expedited 
access to key inputs 

• Goal will be to provide access to key inputs in an expedited 
fashion shortly after filing

• Due to confidentiality considerations of data, intervenors 
must sign a non-disclosure agreement to receive certain data 
elements

• Details and logistics to be finalized and communicated 

September IRP 
Technical 

Session 

• We will hold a technical review with stakeholders after we file 
the DEC and DEP IRPs

• We have historically held this review in October or 
November, however, this year, we plan to hold this review in 
September

• Advancing this conversation will help provide timely technical 
context for the new elements in this year’s IRP, including the 
new requirements under Act 62
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Stakeholder Feedback: Earlier Access 
to Data
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Include more selectable sizes and 
ratios of solar plus storage
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• Forecasts will include ~50% of incremental additions as solar plus storage
• Model is eligible to select additional solar and solar plus storage above 

forecast

Declining cost of solar 
and solar plus storage

Forecasted solar and 
solar plus storage

Additional economic selection of 
solar and solar plus storage



• We plan to use the AEO High and Low Oil and Gas Supply cases in 
development of the high and low natural gas price curves
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Henry Hub Gas Price

Base Fuel AEO Reference Case
Low Fuel AEO High Oil and Gas Supply
High Fuel AEO Low Oil and Gas Supply

Use publicly available fuel forecasts



Public Info 50-MW
Nameplate Battery

Example

Navigant 50-MW
Nameplate Battery

Duke Energy IRP 50-
MW Usable AC

Battery

Public Info 50-MW
Nameplate Battery

Example

Navigant 50-MW
Nameplate Battery

Duke Energy IRP 50-
MW Usable AC

Battery

• IRP technology costs incorporate market data and trends, and are compared to 
publicly available data for reasonableness

• Public sources can have differences in application or are equivalent on other bases

20

Capacity Cost [$/kW] Storage Cost [$/kWh]

Technology Costs – Market-Based and 
Public Data
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Stakeholder Feedback: Data Sources

Stakeholder Feedback 
Earlier access to key inputs 

EIA’s 2020 Annual Energy Outlook 
(AEO) High and Low Oil and Gas  
Supply natural gas price curves

Additional solar plus storage size 
eligible for selection

Market-based technology costs

Publicly available technology costs 
where market-based data is not 
available

Inclusion in the 2020 IRP
Expedited response for intervenors under NDA

Will be used in the development of the high and 
low natural gas price curve

Solar plus storage is included in the base 
renewables forecast and eligible for selection 
above the forecast

Vendor supplied data uses market-based project 
data

Benchmarking with public sources for 
reasonableness of the vendor supplied data and 
on comparable basis



Transitioning to Encompass for our official production cost model: 
• Changing to this model as new system of record requires extensive training for the 

entire modeling team on this new platform.  
• Training and implementation has been delayed due to the impacts of COVID response 

and will not be completed in time to support this year’s IRP filing on Sept. 1 
• Current plan is to transition to the Encompass model starting by 2021.

ISOP Integration: 
• The 2020 IRP will include an update on ISOP development and timeline, as well as 

some examples of analysis exploring potential benefits of non-traditional solutions 
across distribution, transmission, and generation planning disciplines.  

• The 2022 IRP will reflect the basic elements of ISOP by assessing opportunities to 
defer or avoid traditional investments with non-traditional solutions that have 
potential to add value across multiple segments of the grid. 
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Application of Encompass, 
Understanding ISOP Integration 
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Stakeholder Interest: Coal 
Retirement Analysis

Approach Analysis Additional  Steps   
Complex process, requires 
simplifying assumptions

Transparency around all 
on-going avoidable costs 
(e.g. O&M, capital projects, 
etc.) 

Equally reliable resources 
will be considered as a 
replacement 

Utility-sponsored EE will be 
treated as reduction in load 
forecast 

Evaluates most economic 
and earliest practicable  

ACP is in base case and 
retirement case to provide 
gas supply and pipeline 
diversity 

Retirements and 
replacement resources 
modelled may change prior 
to implementation due to 
changing market conditions 
or changing policies 

After economic and earliest 
practicable dates are 
established, additional 
scenarios will consider 
alternative resources, 
including renewable 
resources  

Final resource selection 
based on competitive 
procurement solicitation to 
ensure most economic 
resources selected 

Transparent, Detailed Analysis of Each Remaining Unit 



Stakeholder Feedback: 
Competitively Sourcing Resources, 
Cost Impacts
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• We recognize the value of pursuing market solicitations to ensure prudent 
resource selection on behalf of customers 

• We actively support competitive procurement of renewable resources in the 
Carolinas, which was part of comprehensive, collaborative legislation (HB 
589) 

• We have historically assessed the wholesale market and issued RFPs as part 
of our CPCN process and will continue to implement this practice. 

• In the evolving market landscape we envision other technologies bidding into 
this process 
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Carbon Reduction in the IRP
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• How analyses will incorporate CEP and Duke’s climate goals 

• Relationship to retirement analysis 

• Considerations/assumptions of new technologies with high 
interest in solar, storage, solar + storage, and wind

Top Stakeholder Feedback: Carbon 
Reduction



• Federal and State policy will help determine carbon reduction drivers

• IRP model will rely on CO2 prices to drive reductions in emissions and 
prices will align with previous or currently proposed carbon regulations. 

• Carbon Regulation examples:
o Waxman-Markey
o NC Clean Energy Plan
o CLEAN Future Act
o Climate Leadership Council plan

• CO2 prices will be reflected in the IRP with two separate views:
o As a driver to commit resources to achieve a “carbon mass cap”
o As an explicit tax that is collected through utility bills as a carbon tax
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Feedback: Model Range of Carbon 
Reduction Futures



• Portfolios will reflect multiple glide paths to achieving our 2050 net-zero carbon goals, 
including considerations for the Clean Energy Plan

o Coal plant retirement dates
o Increased penetration of renewables, including wind
o Storage and solar+storage options
o Acceleration of zero-emitting load following resources (ZELFRs)
o Mix of natural gas generation

• System costs and rate impacts of varying pace of carbon reduction glide paths will be 
presented

Short-term 
Action Plan 

(“STAP”)

Interim 
Goals

IRP Planning
Horizon

Net-Zero

Qualitative Discussion of Beyond 
2035 Path to Net-Zero

Gas Tech, Solar, Li-ion Battery, Demand Response (“DR”)

Small Modular Reactors (“SMR”),  Onshore Wind, 
Offshore Wind, Long Duration Storage

H2 Fuel, Advanced Carbon Capture & 
Sequestration (“CCS”), Unknown ZELFRs

Integrating CEP and Duke’s 
Climate Goals

28
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Energy Efficiency, Demand 
Response and Winter Peaking
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MPS Summary:
Performed by Nexant

Evaluates Technical, Economic 
and Achievable Potential of EE 

329 Discrete Measures, 9,000 
Permutations 

Three Scenarios: 
Base, Enhanced and High 
Avoided Energy Costs

High Avoided Energy scenario 
will be incorporated into IRP 
High Case forecast as a proxy 
for inclusion of Non-Energy 
Benefits

UCT Economic Screen:

TRC was primary MPS screen for 
Economic Potential

IRP Base and High Case forecasts 
will include adjustment to simulate 
using UCT as Economic Potential 
screen

Additional Impacts:
MPS scope included existing 
technologies and market trends

IRP forecasts will include 
incremental additional impacts 
from programs/measures not 
included in MPS scope 

Low Income Programs:
Low income Achievable Potential in 
MPS includes only cost effective
measures

IRP forecasts will include additional 
incremental impacts for low income 
based on past performance of non-
cost effective measures and recent 
program changes and proposals 

Energy Efficiency Market Potential 
Study



• Combined experience in program design, strategy, and modeling.

• Experts in aligning targeted DSM programs with utility resource needs.

• Deep understanding of the interplay between advanced rate designs and 
well-designed DSM programs. 

• Knowledgeable in how to assess the unique opportunities for demand 
reduction under winter peaking scenarios.
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Winter Peak Study Project Team



Winter Peak Study - Responding to 
Stakeholder Feedback 

Stakeholder Feedback 

Strong stakeholder support for pursuing study 

Customer programs that help address clean 
energy goals.  

Be considerate of cost impact to customers, 
particularly non-participants 

Interest in having the study look at each utility 
separately

Interest in having the study look at DEP West 
water heater and heat pump measures 

Interest in having the study account for the 
length of winter peaks and comment about 
the utility continuing to have more summer 
peak hours.
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Action Taking

Proceeding with study

8760 hourly load shapes facilitate carbon 
impact modeling.

Will consider both participant and non-
participant impacts with focus on rate designs 
and innovative DER approaches that 
minimize program costs while driving impacts.

This will be incorporated into the analysis.

We are analyzing cold climate heat pumps 
and water heater controls.

Accounting for the length, frequency, and 
other characteristics of winter peak needs in 
our program designs. The IRP process 
accounts for all hours of the year.  Many 
winter peak solutions can also help drive 
summer peak savings
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Quick Start Opportunities 
Plans to acquire resources identified 
in MPS.

Leverage Current Duke Programs
Look for ways to ‘winterize’ programs 
and use current delivery channels, 
platforms, and trade allies.

Interaction Between Technologies 
and Rate Designs 
Combine smart programs and rate 
designs that provide ongoing savings 
for participants

Incremental and Emerging 
Opportunities
Identify innovative program designs 
working in other areas, potential not 
identified in MPS.

Target Winter Peak Loads Identify 
DSM opportunities that best align 
with Duke’s winter peak resource 
needs

Stakeholder Input 
Incorporate diverse stakeholder input 
in developing plans.

Target Technologies Customers 
are Adopting Create customer 
value by taking advantage of 
market trends in DERs.

Screening Approach for Winter 
Peak Opportunities
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• Winter system peak loads typically occur on weekdays between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m..  This is 
driven largely by residential loads.

• Residential load starts increasing around 6:00 a.m. as residents turn on home heating and 
hot water use increases, peaking between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m..

• Small and medium commercial loads begin to build as businesses open in the morning.

• Large commercial and industrial loads tend to be less weather sensitive but certain 
commercial customers consistently have winter peaks from about 7:00 to 10:00.

Targeting Winter Peak Loads
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• DEC and DEP have a relatively equal distribution of peak loads across residential and 
commercial customers.

• Graphs below represent loads by customer segments on the highest peak load in 2018, 
occurring January 5.
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• We examined winter peak events to understand what residential loads are driving winter peaks
• Space heating with heat pumps is the primary driver.  Accounts for ~70% of morning peak demand for an 

average user. Smart thermostats can help reduce peak loads without sacrificing comfort.
• Water heating represents ~10% of residential winter peak energy use.  Smart controls can shift electricity 

usage to off peak hours without impacting hot water availability.
• Other appliances account for about 20% of peak load and can benefit from energy efficiency/shifting.
• These solutions represent opportunities to capture DSM potential estimated in the MPS.  Controls that 

help address winter peak can also be used to address summer peak (i.e. smart thermostats). 

Targeting Winter Peak Loads –
Residential



• Combine customer/utility benefits from DER technologies that can 
provide multiple values
o EE Benefits – value in annual kWh savings from improved efficiency
o Load Shifting Benefits – value in shifting kW combined with TOU rates for ongoing 

bill savings
o Dynamic Demand Response Benefits – value in connected capability to respond to 

signals to change load during DR events

• Technologies such as smart thermostats and water heater controls 
can enable all 3 benefits in one device

• Need to consider how to appropriately allocate program costs and 
benefits
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Combine Customer Benefits with 
Integrated DSM



• Energy Efficiency
o Winter HVAC tune up program/optimize heat strip settings
o HVAC early replacement/Cold climate heat pumps

• Demand Response/Flexible Capacity
o Winter peak BYOT smart thermostat demand response program
o Residential advanced rates combined with enabling technologies:
 Connected water heating controls
 Rate optimized smart thermostats
 HVAC thermal storage heat pumps
 BYOD battery storage
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Preliminary Residential Opportunity 
List



• Greatly appreciate stakeholder feedback and will continue to engage 
stakeholders via EE collaborative and ISOP  

• Continue defining and modeling winter peak solutions

• Incorporate into IRP high EE/DR scenario (when available)

• Determine possible near-term DSM filings

39

Next Steps
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Thank You and Next Steps 
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Resource Evaluation Carbon Reduction EE, DR and Winter 
Peaking Study

 Additional data sources 
to consider 

 Application of 
Encompass in 2020 IRP 

 Competitive solicitations
 Customer bill impacts 
 Coal retirement analysis 
 Desire by some for 

earlier insight on key 
data inputs and 
methodological 
assumptions 

 Diversity in carbon 
scenarios, with specific 
interest in CEP scenarios 
and relationship to 
climate goals

 Role of expanded 
transmission 

 Considerations & 
assumptions for new 
technologies, especially 
solar, storage, wind, and 
solar+storage

 Participation 
opportunities for low-
and moderate- income 
customers

 Interest in EE Market 
Potential Study results 

 Support for winter 
peaking study, with 
further suggestions on 
what the analysis could 
incorporate 

Three Key Themes of Stakeholder 
Feedback – Summary 



•Please complete the survey immediately following the 
webinar; the link will also be sent to you tomorrow

• ICF will be developing a final report, which we will post on 
the www.duke-energy.com/irp site  

•Slides and agenda from webinar will be posted on the site as 
well 

•Save the Date for ISOP Virtual Forum on Aug. 4 – details soon 

•Contact us at IRP-Engagement@duke-energy with any 
questions 
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Next Steps

http://www.duke-energy.com/irp
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Appendix
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• Small and medium commercial represent about 24% of system winter peak load.
• Peak winter loads for these customers occur later than residential customers and generally do 

not decrease as quickly (Bottom left graph)
• This market has a very diverse set commercial operations and needs, but all have some form 

of space and water heating.   Bottom right shows diversity of estimated technical DSM potential 
from the MPS across various customer types.

• Many of the Smart control strategies used to manage peak for residential customers can also 
be used to help smaller commercial customers manage peak loads and overall energy use.

Segment

Small C&I Demand 
Technical Potential 

(MW)
Assembly 20.9
Data Centers 0.7
Grocery 26.0
Healthcare 16.7
Institutional 4.2
Lodging (Hospitality) 9.5
Miscellaneous 40.8
Office 66.2
Restaurants 33.2
Retail 112.6
Schools K-12 3.9
Warehouse 1.5

Total 336.0
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• Large commercial and Industrial facilities are about 21% of winter peak and represent a 
diverse set of customer types.  

• Industrial customer generally have flat loads that are not weather sensitive and are constant 
throughout the year.  

• Large commercial customers tend to have load shapes that are more similar to small and 
medium sized commercial customers with more of a winter peak shape.

• Many large commercial and industrial customers can help winter peak through innovative rates 
that provide opportunities to curtail/modify certain operations during winter peak events.
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Targeting Winter Peak Loads



• An emerging issue is electricity 
demand related to electric 
vehicles

• Electric vehicles represent one 
of the largest areas of 
electricity demand growth

• Demand for EVs in North 
Carolina is expected to 
accelerate over the next few 
years

• Many vehicles will charge at 
workplace locations, starting in 
the morning as people arrive at 
work

46

Targeting Winter Peak Loads



•Energy Efficiency
• Winter HVAC tune up program for small C&I/optimize heat strips

•Demand Response/Flexible Capacity
• Small/Med C&I – smart thermostat DR
• Large C&I – innovative optional TOU/Interruptible rates
• Small/Med C&I – new TOU rates
• C&I storage – ‘bring your capacity’ program
• Managed Workplace EV Charging

47

Preliminary C&I Opportunities
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